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Introduction 
The Alternative Mining Indaba (AMI) is a global platform that brings all stakeholders together annually 
for a conference that debates, discusses various issues as well as serves as an empowerment tool 
through training of communities. The AMI convenes an annual conference in Cape Town every 
February, which is a culmination of decentralised national processes that take place in more than 12 
African countries. While initially focused predominantly in Southern Africa, Kenya, Uganda and 
Tanzania in the East have also joined, with country-specific conferences and workshops within 
communities where extraction of mineral resources occurs. The processes are convened as Village-
level Alternative Mining Indabas (VAMIs) or Local-level AMIs (LAMIs), District-level AMIs (DAMIs), 
Provincial AMIs (PAMIs) and National AMIs (NAMIs). Thus the overall AMI experience or umbrella 
annually reaches or is accessed by about 6000 participants directly and cascades to a further 8000 
through advocacy and campaign activities. The timing of these processes is to coincide and counter 
industry-related conferences and seminars and narratives while allowing communities to interact with 
government and mining company officials in the countries where mining takes place. 

                          

                              



To date the platform has successfully grown into a space for honest engagement with policy makers 
including in African Union  (AU) structures, SADC and soon East African Community (EAC), as well as 
National Governments, in relation to the importance of harmonisation of policy in the regions. The 
platform emphasises critical, joint and comprehensive monitoring by extractives industries, host 
countries, and most importantly host communities with the support of civil society organisations to 
safeguard preservation and care of creation for future generations.  

Context and Background  
The Alternative Mining Indaba is a platform which has now turned into an ongoing process that was 
created by Faith Based Organisations, and Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) that are concerned with 
the social injustices that are prevalent and perpetual in the African Mining Industry. This initiative was 
triggered in response to the fact that every year for the past twenty-five years mining companies, 
investors, financiers and governments have been meeting at the African Mining Indaba in Cape Town 
to discuss the future of African Mining, yet important stakeholders such as communities directly 
affected and impacted by mining have not been given a voice in that platform. The inaugural AMI was 
held in 2010 with the sole purpose to give African Mining Communities a platform to voice their 
concerns and be capacitated about African Mining and to counter the narrative that the extractives 
sector, mining in particular, benefits all stakeholders.  
 
The Alternative Mining Indaba has, since its inception ten years ago, advocated for equity and justice 
in the way in which the benefits of these natural and mining resources are shared, as well as calling 
for good governance, transparency and accountability in the sector. Over the years the AMI has also 
become a platform to strengthen advocacy work and develop strategic tools to address challenges 
faced by the sector having gathered under various themes. 
 
As the AMI has grown, so have the expectations and the strategic linkages. The AMI counts among its 
allies grassroots organisations, women’s movement, faith-based and community-based organisations, 
activists, academics, civil society, human rights practitioners, media and others moved by the plight of 
mining-affected and impacted communities. The AMI also celebrates the special and growing bond 
with the labour movement who are at the literal coal-face of mining and whose members provide 
invaluable insight of the mining industry across the value chain. 
 
Objective 
The AMI seeks to address the violation of human rights by multinational corporations in mining and 
extractives. It advocates for equity and fair distribution of profits derived from our natural resources. 
Guided by the principle of inclusivity, the goal of the AMI is to capacitate and amplify the voices of 
mining affected communities and strive to promote full participation and direct involvement of mining 
affected communities in struggles for social and economic justice. It values the voices and needs of 
member organisations and communities as they play a pivotal role towards the achievement of these 
goals. 

The Objective is to strengthen and expand this solidarity platform comprising of grassroots 
community-based organisations and civil society and other actors from across the African continent 
and beyond. The aim of the platform is to strengthen and build a bridge of knowledge between those 
adversely affected by mining activities, and those who profit from it. A platform that brings together 



civil society and mining company executives, who mining-affected communities cannot access, to 
engage in dialogue and provide an open space to ensure the communities will benefit from natural 
resource extraction and that their voices are heard at national and continental level.  

While the AMI has achieved progress with regards to the primary goal of amplifying the voices of 
mining affected communities including advocacy on policy and legislative reforms, still, more advocacy 
work is required to address environmental issues and to combat climate change and its impacts. 
Sustainable Development Goals 13, 14 and 15 emphasise the importance of a “global response to 
climate change that ensures conservative and sustainable use of the oceans, seas and marine 
resources for sustainable development” including “protection of terrestrial ecosystems”. This is 
particularly important in light of the emergence of gas and oil exploration in some parts of Africa such 
as Kenya and South Africa. On a different but related note, host communities suffer from deleterious 
impacts of mining and this is exacerbated by lack of adherence to environmental and rehabilitation 
laws. Irresponsible disposal of chemicals, water pollution including air pollution have resulted in loss 
of human and animal lives. Justice for mining affected communities and the planet, is not only a 
fundamental human right, but a necessary foundation for a peaceful, prosperous and sustainable 
economy.   

Within the spirit and principle of our long standing goal of equitable distribution of revenue from 
extractive sector between communities and mining companies, we believe ecological sustainability 
would certainly lead to sustainable economies that benefit humanity and the universe at large. 
Nonetheless, guided by the interest of justice, it is important to acknowledge that communities 
respond differently to the extractive sector and thus, we need to embrace and respect the divergent 
views. On the one hand are those who are pro-mining and such kind of response is premised on the 
rhetoric of “mines bring about development and create jobs” and on the other hand, are those who 
are anti-mining (environmental conservation). Thus, the AMI reconciles the diverse views through 
capacity-building to enable communities to amplify their voices (based on the contradictory views) 
and within their respective national or local contexts. 

Overall goal of AMI 2020 
 An engaged African citizenry that uses its agency to demand  legal reforms; transparency and 
accountability and responsible supply chains in the mining sector for the benefit of current and 
future generations  
 
To provide mining affected communities from across the African continent with a safe space to 
dialogue and seek solutions to their concerns with the mining sector. In particular, the 2020 AMI will 
focus on discussing and better understanding the link between climate change and the extractive 
industries and how to deal with the rising challenges. 
 
Specific objectives 

- Providing safe spaces for engagement and seeking solutions especially for mining affected 
communities 

- Provide a space to dialogue with national governments and extractive industries on key 
concerns of affected communities  



- Increase and strengthen dialogue with key African government’s and mining industries 
representatives 

- Further the discourse and demands on Social and environmental accountability, and respect 
for human rights in the mining sector 

- Initiatives of building communities of practice on corporate accountability cases in 
extractives sector in Africa 

- Capacity building of communities on key issues of concern e.g. climate and extractive 
industries 

- Strengthening advocacy work to address environmental issues and to combat climate 
change and its impacts 

 
Expected Outcome 

● Mining-affected and impacted communities are informed about how to counter 
environmental disasters in their countries 

● AMI has incorporated climate change and related environmental topics into its current 
strategy 

● Mining companies accept incorporating host communities in strategic engagements on 
safeguarding vulnerable ecosystems and conservation sensitive areas 

● AMI advocacy message reflects discussions and way forward on combating climate change?? 
 
Expected Outputs 

● Clear strategies and action plans on how to tackle the impacts of environmental degradation 
and mining-enabled climate catastrophes in mining areas 

● Early warning mechanisms and mitigatory strategies devised to counter the effects of 
climate catastrophes 

● Advocacy strategies formulated to encourage strengthening of environmental regulations in 
mining areas 

● Campaign to put the intersection of mining and climate change at the centre of Natural 
Resource Governance discourse 

 
Expected Participants 
At least 400 participants consisting of FBOs, NGOs, CBOs, academics, journalists, youth, women and 
environmental and NRG practitioners from at least 30 countries, consisting of: 

● Representatives from the steering committee 
● Members of Parliament and other key Official Stakeholders 
● Private sector representatives 
● Representatives of directly affected communities 
● Representatives of NGOs 
● Faith based organisations and leaders 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

11th ALTERNATIVE MINING INDABA 2020 
3rd - 5th February 2020 

Doubletree by Hilton Hotel, Woodstock, Cape Town 
DOUBLETREE FOYER LEVEL 

PLENARY VENUES: CENTRAL & SATELLITE VENUE IN QUEENS 

DAY 1: MONDAY, 3RD FEBRUARY 2020 
PROGRAMME DIRECTOR: Patricia Ngoy Mango (SARW DRC) and Nelson Antonio Joao (NCA Angola)  

07:30- 09:00am Registration - Volunteers/EJN staff/AMI Steering committee members 

PLENARY VENUES: CENTRAL & SATELLITE VENUE IN QUEENS 

09:00- 09:15am Welcome and Opening Session 
 
(Moment of silence in remembrance of 
the late Rev Malcom Damon, Founder 
Member of Alternative Mining Indaba, 
victims of Mining Disasters, as well as 
other activists and friends of AMI we 
have lost) 

Mandla Mbongeni Hadebe, Acting Executive 
Director of EJN, AMI Secretariat 

09:15 - 09:25am Theological Reflection 
Faith based organisations and their role 
in AMIs 

Sister Khadijah Leslie Katati - Muslim Supreme   
Council/ FDI- Zambia 

                          

                              



09:25 - 09:40am Progress and Achievements and 
Challenges of the AMI 

Brown Motsau - AMI SC Chairperson 
 

9:40 - 9:45am  Poem  Sista Kwalo 

09:45 - 10:00am 
  

Keynote Addresses: 
  
 

Ms Thuli Makama- Swaziland   
Senior Advisor for Africa 
Oil Change International 

10:00 - 10:30am Solidarity Message ● Child speaker (TBC) 
● Bishop Geoff Davies - SAFCEI (TBC) 

10:30 - 10:55 HEALTH BREAK 

11:00 - 11:30 Feedback on AMI Declarations -  Mark Cutifani CEO Anglo/ICMM 

11:30-13:00 Panel Discussion 
 Climate Change and Extractive Industries 

● Thuli Makama 
● Makoma Lakalaka (TBC) 
● Geoffrey Green - GREEN ACRE 
● Yao Graham - Third World Network Africa  
● Irvin Jim - IndustriALL Global Union 

Moderator: Farai Maguwu - Centre for Natural Resource Governance, Zimbabwe.  

13h00- 14h00 LUNCH 

 14:00- 14:05   Poem by Sista Kwalo 

14:05-15:30 Mining Companies Interventions on Climate Change impacts in the Extractives Sector 

Make a critical analysis on the climate change and its impacts on extractives, and what 
companies are doing/must do to mitigate impacts on communities, environment  
Panel Discussion:  

●   Caroline Ntaopane - WOMIN 
●   Aidan Davy - Deputy Director,  ICMM 
●   Hermien Botes  - Head of Sustainability Engagement Anglo American 
●  Mashile Phalane – Batlhabine Foundation Limpopo 

Moderator:    Micomyiza Dieudonné - JCTR-Zambia                               

15:30 -16:00 HEALTH BREAK 



16:00-17:30 
 

Panel Discussion: A Just Transition in Mining and ENERGY 
Speakers: 

·    Clyd Mallinson – Alternative Energy: South Africa 
·    Comrade Glen Mpufane: (IndustriALL- Labour) 
·    Rene Loewensen:  EQUINET-SATUC 
·    Alan Fine: Russell and Associates 
·    Department of Minerals and Energy- South Africa 

Moderator: Brown Motsau – Bench Marks Foundation and AMI Steering Committee 

17:30 End of Day 

18:00 -19:00 Memorial Service/Celebration of the life of the late Rev Malcom Damon, Founder Member 
of Alternative Mining Indaba   

Day Two: TUESDAY 4th FEBRUARY 2019 
Programme Directors:  Nelly Busingye (Publish What You Pay-ESA) and  Emmerson E.D. Ubisse 

8:30am Recap of  Day One  
Nelson Antonio -NCA Angola  

 9:15am Rev Daniel Ntongi-Nzinga - President, Church Council of Angola (CICA) 

9:30- 10:30am Gallery Walk: Sharing Experiences: Democratic Republic of Congo, Angola, Zambia, 
Zimbabwe, Botswana, Kenya, South Africa, Mozambique, Tanzania, Malawi, Uganda, 
Lesotho, Eswatini 

10:30- 11:00am Reflections from the Gallery Walk (plenary discussion)  

11:00- 11:30am “The Right To Say No” - The film presents a concise telling of Xolobeni’s story from 1996 until 
today  

11:30- 12:30pm Panel Discussion: Africa Mining Vision @ 10: Environment and Sustainability   
- Veronica Zano - Southern Africa Resource Watch (SARW) 
-  Yao Graham -Third World network 
- Mutuso Dhliwayo  - ZELA 
- Nelly Busingye - Publish What You Pay (PWYP) 
- Paul Msoma - AMDC  

Moderator: Dr Claude Kabemba, SARW 

12:30- 13:00pm Presentation on the Justice for Miners Campaign by SARW (Patricia Ngoy Mango) 

13:00- 14:00pm LUNCH BREAK 

 14:00- 15:45pm  BREAK OUT/CAPACITY BUILDING SESSIONS 



 
CENTRAL 1:  Panel Discussion:  Gender and Climate Change in the Extractive Sector 

●  Mela Chiponda – Womin Zimbabwe 

● Community members in Zimbabwe and Mozambique 
● "Mining your Water: Andiswa Matikinca 
● Meshack Mbangulal - MACUA -South Africa 

Moderator: Chenai Mukumba - Consumer Unit Trust - Zambia 

 
CENTRAL 2:  Optimising mineral revenues for the future generations through effective tax 
systems  

Speakers 
 Nafi Chinery - Natural Resource Governance Institute 
 Viola Tarus - Oxfam-Kenya 

 Camilo Nhancale - Publish What You Pay Mozambique 

 Alvin Mosioma - Tax Justice Network Africa (TJNA) 
 Racheal Chagonja - Hakirasilimali-Publish What You Pay Tanzania 

  
Moderator:  Nelly Busingye, Publish What You Pay, Regional Coordinator, East and 
Southern Africa     

 CENTRAL 3: Building Communities of practice on  Corporate Accountability in the mining 
sector in Africa 

Speakers 
● Fatmata Kanu-NAMATI Sierra Leone 
● Nyaradzo Mutonhori-Zimbabwe Environmental Law Association 
● Kitso Phiri - Botswana Labour Migrants Association 
● Chima Williams - CHIMA WILLIAMS & ASSOCIATES (Law Firm)-Nigeria 
● Mukupa Nsenduluka - Oxfam Zambia 

Moderator: Edward Goma - Diakonia  



 Queens 1: IndustriALL -  Civil Society and Trade Unions Constructing a Common Interest 
Agenda – Accountability and The Social License to Operate 
Each topic will aim to also unpack the underlying principles and values on enhancing 
participation, inclusivity, fairness, human rights, gender equity and equality 
  

● Southern Africa Resource Watch – Artisanal small scale mining; opportunities, 
challenge and rights within the AMV policy and operational framework in Africa 

● MACUA  – Ensuring sustainable livelihoods for mining affected communities 
● NUM  – Developing a comprehensive and inclusive response framework for 

occupational and community health and safety in mining 
● GMWU – Why organizing ASM is an economic imperative - Helping organize ASM 

– An example from the GMWU. 
● IRMA – IRMA and the standard setting world for socially and environmentally 

responsible mining 
 
Moderator - Glen Mpufane , IndustriALL 
Facilitator -  Christine Olivier, NUMSA 

 Queens 2: Training session: Ushintsho is an anonymous, free mobile platform that allows 
community members to freely submit complaints or report incidents related to mining 
activity using a simple mobile phone, via voice or sms. In partnership with Oxfam South 
Africa, MACUA and UCLA, the project has been piloted in Mapela, Phola and Orkney.  

 
Panellists: 

●  Vuyo Futshane – Oxfam South Africa 
● Millicent Shungube – Greater Phola Ogies Women’s Forum 
●  Mokete Khoda-MACUA 
●  Mahadio Mohapi- Justice and Peace 

 Facilitator: Mandla Hadebe - EJN 

 15:45 - 16:00pm HEALTH BREAK 

 16:00 - 17:00pm Panel discussion: Extractive Industries and Fighting Inequality in Africa  
Speakers:  

● Nelson Pestana  (Centre for African Studies) 
● Fighting inequality alliance - Minhaj Jeenah 
● Janet Zhou, Zimbabwe Coalition on Debt and Development 
● David van Wyk (Bench Marks Foundation)  
● Tshepo Fokane (Alliance for Rural Democracy) 

Moderator: Chimuka Nachibinga - Civil Society for Poverty reduction (CSPR)- Zambia 

 17:15pm End of Day Two 

 From 6:00pm Side Events (TBC) 

  Day Three 
 Wednesday 5th February 2019 



Programme Directors:  Augustine Masiga - HMK and Simon Vilakazi - EJN  

  8:30am Recap from break out sessions - discuss possible joint advocacy and common message 

 9:00am  Theological Reflection 

 9:15am  Sustainability Day Report Back by Sustainability Day attendees  

 9:30am  Presentation of the Communique  
 Simon Vilakazi - Economic Justice Network 

 10:00am Closing Ceremony - Outgoing and Incoming chairperson  

 10:15am  HEALTH BREAK 

10:30am - 13:00 MARCH: PRESENTATION AMI 2020 Communique to the Mining Indaba 
Presentation of Declaration to be done between 11:30am - 12:30pm 

 


